Bonny Hills Community Submission
to the

Review of the 2012 Bonny Hills Reserves MasterPlan
30 April 2020
Introduction
This submission has been compiled by the Bonny Hills Progress Association on
behalf of the BH Community (BH CCAT is in obeyance due to COVID-19).
It is a compilation of material from several sources which include:
1. Views sought from community groups which capture their perspectives
2. Views of regular walkers through the Reserves captured at Rainbow Beach
Reserve on 14 March 2020
A submission by the Camden Haven Walking for Pleasure Club and its
eighty members is provided as an attached document, but these views
have also been incorporated in 2 above.
3. Views provided on the Bonny Hills FaceBook page
4.

Data derived from the ECWOC meetings held by Council starting in late 2017
to build a foundation for the development of the BH Community Plan. This
was summarised by BHPA.

5. The Appendix to the Community Plan in which the material in 4 above was
sorted into the proposed Actions, one of which was this review. This is
provided as an attached document.
6. An informal audit of pathways throughout Bonny Hills [undertaken while
developing the Community Plan], many of which are in, or provide links
between the Reserves. This is provided as an attached document.

We trust you will find this feedback from the Bonny Hills community highly relevant
input for the upcoming review.
If you need further explanation, please contact us.

Roger Barlow
President
Bonny Hills Progress Association
Member of BH CCAT
0418 628 309
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Views of Community Groups
Submission from Bonny Hills Rural Fire Brigade
The brigade has had consultation amongst members and have only a couple of
concerns
1 That there is safe access for fire vehicles to access reserve areas in case of
emergency response.
2 Depending on the fuel loading of areas adjacent to reserves as to how many units
will be deployed to that location, this will require that maintance be maintained to
locks and gates also over hanging branches from trees restricting entry.
Glenn Dunn
Captain
Bonny Hills Rural Fire brigade
Personal Submission from Glenn Dunn
I walk through all of the reserves in question every morning and would like to say the
following
The reserves in general are kept mowed and tidy and no need to have concrete
footpaths in the reserves, however the connecting tracks in some places are very
rough and slippery in the wet, eg the track from spooneys up to the reserve at Jorden
ave over the bridge.
Recently there have been damage to the grass areas at spooneys by doing donuts
on the grass areas, also illegal camping and illegal campfires on the grass verge, can
some barriers be put up to stop vehicle access to these grass areas.
Glenn Dunn

Bonny Hills Playgroup Mothers
We would love to put on some suggestions for each of the reserves. We will just list
each of the reserves and the contributions we would like to make to each of them.
Rainbow Beach Estate Reserve:
-Exercise equipment and play park.
Rainbow Beach Reserve:
-We would like to see some exercise equipment here.
-We would particularly like to see the main children's play park improved.
-To enhance patrons seating at the beach we would love to see the Norfolk pines
have some substantial box seating around them for shade (2mx2m).
- A general refreshment to the picnic tables and shading of them.
- Of real bonus would be a ground level cafe in the surf club similar to the cafe at
town beach with hardwood decking and child and pram friendly catering to the local
beach goers and families!
- New showers and toilets that are not cheap prefab material but speak of a bit of
heart and soul similar to Scotts Head. Especially with a change room that is separate
to a toilet cubicle.
-Walking path joining all reserves through to sharkies headland.
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Community Hall Reserve:
-Skate park enlarged. Especially having a longer skate run at the reserve similar to
Port Macquarie skate park.
- Improved plus bigger play park
- Increased shade on the seating areas
Spooney’s Bay:
- linking path to continue to Bartletts Beach
Bartlett’s Beach Reserve:
-Play park for varying ages embracing natural play features. Play that challenges
older children
- Picnic seating areas with shade so families have another reserve to meet at and
enjoy the view and a BBQ together.
Shelly Beach Reserve:
- Linking path around to Sharkies headland.
Reservoir Reserve:
- Whale watching area/tower.
- Linking to path to bush trail that commenced at Rainbow beach reserve.
Tami Hickey and Melanie Woollam

Wauchope-Bonny Hills Surf Lifesaving Club
A call to WBHSLSC members asking for contributions to be emailed to the SLSC
Committee by email failed to elicit a response - somewhat surprising given what
many would see as serious issues relating to the club building and surrounds - poor
acoustics, inadequate parking facilities and beach erosion among them.
Hence the personal response that follows from Leanne Goggin, a SLSC Committee
member, cannot be regarded as the Club’s view, but is useful feedback in its own
right:
Our whole Rainbow Beach Reserve needs a Back-to-Bonny's Type Theme
(SURF CULTURE) A bit like Crescent Head NSW, or like Yallingup-WA.
A nice balance of some 'old school' black and white images of our proud surfing
heritage with some old images of the little village of Bonny Hills mixed beautifully with
the vibrant colours and images of the toilet block and current surfing/beach scenes!!
But a theme to 'hold the space' all together.
Some Aboriginal signage /sea inspired sculpture/usable space ??
*Utilising some of the Grass Reserve (current overflow car park) space - as a
permanent Outdoor Stage / Music Bowl Idea ...
A space for 'all weather' outdoor community events;
Carols/Outdoor Concerts/Community Presentation Day Area (Mal Club/Board
Riders etc etc.)
Landscaped with ample tiered seating etc etc.
Then have a much smaller section of the grassed hill (as it is now) for a much smaller
parking area /paved and marked, perhaps even a pedestrian (safe space) to cross
from showers and park to parking area music bowl area???
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*Have the grassed space in front of clubhouse (right hand side) as an outdoor cafe timber deck right down to car park. Community Herb/Veg Planter Boxes alongside
the timber council bollards and cafe ... this acts as a pleasant divider between car
park and eatery.
*Timber Benches built around the pines down on the beach front to double as shade
seating and table space (like at North Haven Beach) they have the new big timber
rectangular boxes - but out in the open with no shade! Pave/cement/fake grass??
Landscape the whole area from the path to the timber decking around the tower and
right over to the ramp - utilise the WHOLE area for recreation/seating/enjoyment.
Incorporate fixed beach chairs here like on a promenade. A GREAT example of this
is again in WA places like Rockingham's foreshore.
*Have Stainless Steel Surfboard Designed with 'Surf Etiquette' Displayed (like at
Yallingup - Western Australia)
*Have Photo Images of Surf History on our Rubbish Bins (Photo Wraps like on our
Busses)
*Invigorate the Kids Playground again GREAT examples for this are from Yallingup WA) and also Cairns QLD incorporating waterplay and dividing the play areas into
age appropriate spaces for all. Incorporate - a fixed Beach Volleyball area, gym
equipment, a marked cricket space, large outdoor chess. more permanent shade
spaces here too??
Leanne Goggin

Bonny Hills CWA response
Our concerns are for the Hall reserve and the hall itself:
. the state of the turn in from the street, parking and erosion. Marked parking bays
would help
. the hall itself where there are issues of general maintenance o fly screen not replaced;
o vermin an issue;
o front step of main single door requires attention for safe access;
o electrical power requires an up grade to avoid overloading and tripping
power;
o kitchen needs enlargement for food preparation and hosting of
functions,
o the placement of the microwave is dangerous especially for those of
short stature;
. surrounding areas and gardens need more frequent attention.
Chrystine Bouffler
President, CWA
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A conversation with Bonny Hills Walkers
Saturday 14 March, Rainbow Beach Reserve
Summary
Walkers were invited by posters distributed along the walking paths of the village,
inviting them to come to a conversation about their views for inclusion in the current
review of the Reserves Master Plan. The session was well-attended and generated
the comments and ideas summarised below.
In addition, Camden Haven Walking for Pleasure group also contributed comments
that are incorporated below.
General
• Interconnections between reserves and community amenities and points of
interest are often incomplete or in poor repair and unsafe.
• Track maintenance is needed for safety and all-weather access. Attention
should also be paid to overgrowing vegetation, above and to the sides.
• Paving with gravel is very acceptable if the paths are properly drained and
maintained. Where roots cross the path, gravel is the only answer.
• Walking paths should be wide enough to allow families with kids to be able to
cycle together in safety.
• Consideration should be given to allowing dogs to run off-leash on bush
tracks.
• Signage needs improvement throughout the Reserves pathways for those
unfamiliar with our walkways.
o Bilingual signs would make the increasing number of Chinese visitors
more welcome. (Bi Sheng, a relatively new resident is available to
assist – bisheng1970@hotmail.com
o Bonny Hills Reserves pathways go through very attractive and diverse
bushland. Interpretive signs would provide a valuable educational
resource, as would identification of principal plant species.
o All pathways should have names so they can be more easily
identified. It wouldn’t be hard for Council or BHPA to call for
nominations.
• People living in close proximity to the Skyline parking area and the Lake
indicated some unease about any developments there.
Skyline water reservoir parking area
• Should be returned to bushland.
Skyline to Sharkeys Beach
• The track starting at the eastern end of Skyline to Sharkeys Beach should be
paved.
Grants Head to North Haven
• Maintain the track.
Honeysuckle Drive to Grants Head through Shelly Beach Reserve
• Maintain Grants Head track.
Path paralleling Honeysuckle Drive and Jordan Avenue
• There is no defined pathway after the old reservoir to the south at cliff-side,
through Klumpp’s Park to join the Grants Head track.
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•

The path from the old reservoir to the north is partially paved and needs
extension past the carpark and into the northern part of Bartletts Reserve.

Bartletts Reserve to Spooneys Beach
Paths are very dangerous for all walkers and urgently need gravelling and draining.
Reflections Park to Spooneys Beach
The end of the boardwalk need to be connected to Spooneys with a well formed
gravel path and drainage.
Binbilla Drive to Tennis Courts to Hall Reserve
• The lack of a path between these points is significant problem for safety and
amenity.
Community Hall Reserve
• The Hall has no connection to the shopping and medical centres on Jungarra
Crescent.
• There is no safe crossing on Graham St from the Hall Reserve to the Bonny
Hills Store.
• There are some very nice paths through the bushland that occupies most of
this reserve. They would be enhanced with interpretive signs.
Rainbow Beach Reserve to paved path behind Ingenia Caravan Park
• Access from Ingenia Caravan park to Rainbow Beach Reserve is via the
eastern verge of Beach St and requires the use of the roadway when crossing
Saltwater Creek. This is very unsafe for pedestrians as has been reported to
Council on several occasions. The path is in poor condition on the southern
side of the bridge.
• Pave the path from Ingenia entrance to the start of the paved path that ends
at Kendall Crescent.
Path behind Ingenia Caravan Park to Kendall Crescent
• Connect the path to Seafront Circuit.
St Kitts Way
• At its western end, a path should connect it to Ocean Drive and then south to
Beach St. This would provide an alternative for cyclists and walkers to avoid
using Ocean Drive and allow a great link between Ocean Drive and Rainbow
Beach.
• At its eastern end, signage is needed on Kendall Cr to indicate the start of the
paths to the lake and to Rainbow Beach Reserve.
Rainbow Beach Estate (Lake) Reserve
• The lake is inaccessible to the north of the existing concrete pathway, being
fenced off and sign-posted, in part: “The area beyond this fence is private
property which will be dedicated to Port Macquarie Council as an open space
…” Presumably this means it may be used for this purpose.
• Extend the pathway around the entire lake.
• Install rubbish bins on the path.
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Midcoast Garden Friends
The last meeting of the Midcoast Garden Friends discussed suggestions for
improvements to the public area surrounding the Bonny Hills Hall.
These are our ideas:
1. Improve the access road and parking facilities.
a. The road surface is in urgent need of repair.
b. The current access is dangerous as there is poor visibility at the busy entrance
onto Graham street. Cars are parked at the kerb and trucks are often unloading
opposite the entrance.
c. The grassed area near the entrance is used frequently as overflow parking for the
residents in Graham Street as parking is unavailable on one side of the street. As a
result this area of the reserve is full of pot holes and is in bad repair as it was not
designed for this purpose.
d. There are insufficient car parking spaces to meet existing needs. The Community
would like the Hall to be extended so that will further increase the pressure on
parking.
2. Increase the number of shade trees planted in the area especially near the
basketball and netball court.
It is suggested that fire retardant species could be used. More of these species could
replace those existing trees and shrubs that die closer to the Hall. The council could
label these trees and shrubs and this could act as a resource to local residents
wishing to plant them in their own gardens.
3. If the Hall is extended on the northern side then attention should be given to
planting more shade trees for the summer in this area of the reserve.
Kind Regards,

Anne Drinan ( representing Midcoast Garden Friends)

BHPA Facebook page feedback
The following comments were posted on BHPA’s FaceBook page in response to an
invitation to provide thoughts on our Reserves:
•

Cheryl Rine – I am particularly interested in the reserve on Beach St and the
area between Bonny Hills and Lake Cathie that have had NO maintenance
work and are in desperate need of tidying up.

•

Sue Jones – Some type of waterfront access to the Lake off Seafarers Way
eg little jetty. Some covered seating in this space for all residents to enjoy.

•

Helen Smith – I would certainly agree with the exercise equipment --- places
at Rainbow and Bartletts not being used. There also needs some plan for
replacement medium, stabilizing trees on the beach/park perimeters – please
NOT pine trees
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•

Meredith Pisani – I agree. Tree and habitat regeneration. Tonight we saw a
beautiful tiny bandicoot come out of the verge from the bush. We also have
beautiful sugar gliders and birds in our area. Why does all the allotted money
seem to be allocated to that shop hill area? Bonny Hills is a bigger
community than just that street/park/beachfront.

•

Lochlan Hughes – Proper outdoor exercise equipment, light house is a good
example. All other ones are useless in the Hastings.

•

Carolyn Van der Veen – is it too late to include Mary’s Reserve in the
considerations?

•

Milanka Greenwood – Dog Park

•

Sheryl Gardiner – leave them as they are

•

Shannon Kelly – agree! If anything, additional native plants to regenerate the
areas.

Transcribed by Roger Barlow
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Compilation of outputs from PMHC ECWOC meetings
Community Questions
Graffiti - Nateaka
• Camera to manage graffiti • Graffiti Blasters volunteer group in the area
Water and Sewerage – Bree/ Terry Randal
• Water Quality
• Sewage capabilities
• Southern end of Bonny Hills has no water pressure if bad and getting worse
• Water Quality and sewage in Bonny Hills
• Duchess Creek contamination
• Current Water system Outdated
• Water quality in creek systems – independent testings should be done and
results published
• Water Pressure
• Water quality
Future Development – Peter Cameron / Leanne
• Development – how do we protect the character?
• Things happen in Bonny Hills in an Adhoc way we need a strategic view for
the future
• Goat Farm – decisions and future action required. Report to the community
about what’s happening
• Size of land blocks
• Development in South Bonny Hills
• Environmental Protection
• Purchase Goat Paddock and create – Car park
Quarry/ Roads/ Footpaths – Duncan / Cameron
• Gravel truck Dangers – Quarry – Noise on Ocean Drive and road in disrepair
• Pathway from the pub to the beach is required
• Lack of footpaths
• Roads
• Footpath Rodney St to Shops
• Footpath Ocean Drive a priority
Recreation and Building – Liam/ Gary
• Paragliders and Bartlett’s beach – there needs to be rules about how the site
works and a copy of the risk management plan shared. Shared use and the
terminology needs defining
• Ugly new toilers at the beach
• Grants Beach Reserve to be kept as a Nature reserve – no development
Compliance – Tim A
• Blasting practice
•

NBN – Where is it at ???????
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What we love about Bonny Hills
General
• Fell in love with the whole outlook – purchased a house one hour after seeing
the area
• Location
• Location
• Location
Climate and weather
• Climate
• The climate is the best in Australia if not the world
• Weather
The natural environment
• The sea and surrounding environment
• Coastal landscape
• Love the beautiful coastal landscape
• Scenic beauty
• Natural beauty
• Uniquely beautiful and varied natural environment
• Pristine environment and climate
• Trees wildlife clean air clean water
• Lots of green space
• Beauty of area
• Natural surrounds and habitat
• National Parks and mountains
• Environment
• Natural environment – trees, beaches and lack of development
• Great natural beauty
• Natural beauty
• Fresh air
• Beautiful coastline and beaches
• Native vegetation and beaches
• Beautiful environment – mountain, beach, climate
• Beaches, bushland trails/tracks
• The great beaches and green reserves
• The beach and small population and the lack of commercialism
• Beach, bush
• Beach, wildlife
• Location to the beach
• Beach, bush
• Uncrowded surf
• The beach
• The beach
• Beach
• Beach
• Beaches
• Beach-side
• Clean living and ocean
• Clean living by the ocean
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Trees and walks
Love dog on beach.
Freedom, environment, uncrowded
No infrastructure
Paradise 7 years ago

Lifestyle, people, community and village
• Atmosphere
• Lifestyle
• Lifestyle
• Lifestyle
• Lifestyle
• Life style for retirees
• Affordability
• People
• Friendly people
• Great and friendly people
• Small friendly community
• Friendliness of neighbours and community groups
• Friendly and progressive community
• Community minded people – friendly and welcoming
• The community in Bonny Hills is the most friendly I have seen
• Great caring community
• Relaxed feel and friendly community
• The low-key nature of the place
• Laid back community
• Community
• Community
• Community
• Small community lifestyle
• Small community and village
• Here because sense of community and community groups active
• Family circumstance – ambience
• The village lifestyle
• Village atmosphere
• Village atmosphere
• Village atmosphere
• Village atmosphere
• Village and community lifestyle
• Sea change – village appeal
• The village nature of Bonny Hills
• Village atmosphere and continuation of it
• Small village atmosphere
Access to services and other centres
• Easy access to all services
• Ease of access to amenities
• Easy access to all our needs
• Short drive to train, airport, hospital, uni/tafe, 4 lane highway to Sydney
• Proximity to Sydney without being in the busy Central Coast
• Close to Port Macquarie but a village by the sea atmosphere
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Good access to Port Macquarie and other villages
Here because away from built up Port area
Tucked away from Port
Proximity to services in Port Macquarie without the congestion
Access to health and port Macquarie facilities Good services
Proximity to major centres
Close to cities
Easy access to beach/bus
New surf club facilities
No high-rises
Clean and tidy town

Business and growth
• Good business opportunity
• Potential for growth

What we would like to see
Planning and development
• Strategic development plan for PM-H Area
• Climate change policy
• Community vision
• Character connections
• Forward plan with community input
• Community influence on development
• Community plan from Council
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Planned and sustainable development
Well planned development
Better planning of development
Constructive development
Continued services
Planned service for growth
Better infrastructure to cope with growth
No development
No Development
Wouldn’t like it to change much at all. Just maintain what we have
Would not like much to change other than the sewer outlet problems
Buffer zone needed
Gateway presentation
Gateway at Houston Mitchell Drive
Enhancement to Bonny Hills entry signage
Extensive landscaping of key areas (like Port)
Hide visual impact of industrial area near Lake Cathie Public School
Ocean Drive upgraded and development screened
Features of Bonny Hills developed for locals /tourists
Advance with caution to maintain beauty
No commercial buildings
No major industries
Keep building height restricted
No high-rise
No high rise
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•
•
•
•

No high-rise
Keep building heights no more than three stories
Make building blocks bigger and keep trees
Infrastructure projects to manage long term population growth eg sewerage
treatment works

Environment
• Fresh clean air
• Protect the environment
• Environmental protection
• Protection of the environment
• Preservation of the natural environment
• Maintain main areas of bushland and corridors
• Corridors – environmental
• Sound integration of development and bushland
• Better ‘green’ areas for humans and koalas
• More Bushland reserves
• Goat farm returned to the koalas and the people
• Goat area split half green space, half develop with large blocks
• Reinstall the Koala sanctuary
Community
• A strong caring and collaborative community
• Community events
• A town centre
• Village gathering space
• Shading in local parks
• Improved infrastructure – shops, cafes, sporting/physical fitness venues
• Prospects for young people – facilities and jobs
• More things and focus on those under 30yrs of age
• Playground areas for kids in new developments where they can play cricket,
handball etc.
• Multi-purpose kids youth recreation centre, run (supervised) by locals and
staff
• Full sized basketball court for kids (volleyballs, tricycles roadmap etc)
• Maintain surf club
• Build on facilities for locals i.e. surf club
• Shower facilities at Rainbow Beach and change rooms
• Outdoor exercise stations at beach
• Exercise area for public use
• Exercise equipment
• Paragliding related safety
• Bartlett’s beach free from landing paragliders
• Bonny Hills artist mural
• Sculpture competition
• Graffiti strategies
Water
• Water quality – fresh and ocean
• Maintain the beach and surrounds to cope with the amount of people and
water quality to swim in
• Sewerage
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Better sewage testings and upgrade
Sewerage fixed
Sewerage system to be upgraded
Investigate ocean outfall water quality
Water quality at Vinegar Beach
Water pressure

Internet
• Better internet service
Transport
• Traffic management
• Speed limits
• Roads
• Road infrastructure to keep up with growing population
• Bypass
• Road Bypass
• Bypass of town
• Bypass for Bonny Hills
• Highway bypass for heavy trucks and buses
• No trucks with dog trailers – eg Quarry trucks
• Traffic diverted around town
• Dual lanes to Port Macquarie
• Roundabout at Ocean Drive and Beach – opposite Nursery
• Control developers with proper transporting

Pedestrian and Cycle Safety and Linkages
• Pedestrian safety
• Paths
• Footpaths
• Footpaths
• Footpaths
• Footpaths
• Pathways
• More footpaths
• Better Footpaths
• Footpaths everywhere
• Footpaths prioritised throughout the suburbs
• Footpaths connected to other footpaths
• Pathways for residences
• More walkways and cycle tracks
• Safe and linked roads footpaths and cycle ways
• Safe pathways and crossings for pedestrians
• Bicycle paths and walkways to Lake Cathie and North Haven
• Make bike tracks to Laurieton
• Bike paths between Bonny Hills and Laurieton
• Better footpaths and cycle paths between the villages
• Linking of small communities by walking /cycle paths
• Pathways well-constructed and linking Bonny Hills with Lake Cathie and
North Haven
• Complete footpath between McIlray Drive to Panorama Dr (10-20m)
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•
•
•
•
•

Footpaths - Beach street
Footpath on Beach St between garden centre and beach
Footpaths – Ocean Drive and to the school
Proper footpaths to pedestrian crossing on Ocean Drive
Kerbing and guttering

Parking
• More parking at Rainbow Beach
• Better parking facilities at Rainbow Beach
• No paid parking

What are we concerned about?
•
•
•

Cluster development
Infrastructure capacity sewage
Height levels

BHPA Vision
Consensus from the tables on the themes of the vision.
•

Community Vision
o Provision of infrastructure
o Maintain amenity – trees, habitat, vegetation, lot sizes
o Maintain village character – its why we are here
o Transport linkages and options
o Community facilities for young people

What we would like included in the 2018/19 Operational Plan
•
•

Growth sustainable - corridor connectedness, transport linkages,
infrastructure capacity/ area 14
Growth so long as it is balanced and sustainable

•

Jobs – State Government initiatives great to push people into regional NSW
are supporting infrastructure initiatives particularly that support job generation
– aged, support training, digitisation

•
•
•
•
•
•

Industrial Plan
Light industrial area
Industrial development should be separate from residential development
Environmental appeal
Removal of trees is a real issue in developments
Encourage people to grow native trees/plants eg. Council provide trees –
what about a budget to provide trees to residents
Consider buffer zone issue with development approvals
Gateway presentation into Bonny Hills from Ghost Road
Roundabout at Ghost Road – stockpile is an eyesore and should be removed
Intersection of Houston Mitchell drive and the Highway
Entry treatment to Bonny Hills (relocate gravel dump)

•
•
•
•
•
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•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Investigate alternative for gravel stockpile southern boundary – creating a
safe pull off area, viewing area, signage/information
Town Character – gateway, Village atmosphere, exercise stations, green
space, accessibility for safety fosters participation
Maintain Village character – interlink villages via pathways for tourism and
lifestyle. Doesn’t need to be concrete could be similar to Googic track –
compacted gravel to add character. Council consider other options for
financing the pathway costs
Village gathering area to create a village space for all generations
Shops are to be a meeting place/community space outdoor area suitable for
some relax – plaza
Community facilities – community garden (there is not a centralised space for
socialisation and community participation)
Ocean Drive assessment – November 2017 report
Implement action of the corridor place for Ocean Drive
Bypass
Pedestrian crossings
Safe pedestrian crossings of Ocean Drive
Pedestrian traffic management – for safety – pedestrian crossings to cross
Ocean Drive – links into tourism – accessibility fosters participation. Ocean
Drive from Ghost Road North
Footpaths generally
Ocean Drive footpaths and pathways
Rodley St to Shops – footpath
Footpath on Ocean Drive between Redland St and Beach St
Pedestrian connection between Caravan Park and Bartlett Beach
Complete all weather path to Spooners beach from caravan park boardwalk
Panorama drive to top shop – footpath linkage (and Rodley St)
Put table drains in Ocean Drive near Top Shop
Sink hole repair in roads around stormwater pits
Water supply a potentially coming disaster
Water security
Address water quality in both creeks
Sewage
Comprehensive study /report on sewerage plant
Walkway wheelchair friendly Spooners to Skyline Drive/Grants Head
Can we reduce vehicle number on Spooneys beach – people just park on the
beach – not necessarily boat owners
Rainbow beach parking – management of grass hill
Acoustics at the surf club could be improved
Covered shelters in appropriate locations - eg playground at surf club
Outdoor exercise station in parks and beaches

JPD 17 January 2018
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